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001 Jeff Arsenault: All right, good morning. Welcome to Linux Operating System Security. I’m your instructor, Jeff Arsenault.
Course Objectives -1

Understand the Linux security model and its key components like process security, kernel tuning, daemons, and chroot jails

Use and configure users, groups, and file permissions as well as describe best practice recommendations

Identify the common attacks seen in a Linux environment

Understand software repositories and updating installed programs

**004 Course Objectives

So like the name says-- so we're going to understand the Linux security model, its key components; talk about process security, how to tune the kernel for security, keeping security in mind the whole time. Daemons or equivalents like services in Windows.

How to configure user groups and the permissions on them, along with your files.

And we're going to talk about some of the common attacks that we see in the Linux environment. They're a little bit different than what we see in the Windows environment.
And how to manage the infrastructure- how to-- patch management, how to install packages, the repositories.

For this- for this class we're going to focus on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6. That's going to be what everything is geared towards. And a few of the examples we do gives-- like in the software repository section we talk a bit about how Ubuntu works and Debian. But for most parts everything's going to be assuming Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.
Course Objectives -2

Describe security functions and features in wired and wireless networking

Demonstrate select security features in Linux such as the iptables firewall, anti-malware, and logging and auditing functions

Understand the available guidance on hardening Linux from a security perspective

Explain the BASH shell and its use in scripting security configuration and review

**005 We’re going to cover the network side of it with the wired and wireless networking; the security of those.

Talk about iptable firewalls, one of the most important parts of security.

Antimalware is limited on the Linux environment but there are still possibilities out there; and there is software that can help mitigate that. All important: logging and auditing for identifying if you had security issues on your systems.

We’re going to talk about some of the available guidance out there for best practices.
And then we're going to cover a little bit of scripting. We're not going to get into actual-- we're not going to get too complicated. But we're going to give some examples of how BASH scripting works and-- to do security monitoring and how to automate functions, common functions.

**Course Agenda**

Welcome and Introductions
Security Model
Users and Groups
Threats and Vulnerabilities
Distributions and Software Updates
Networking and Wireless Security
Security Features
BASH Scripting
Hardening

**006 So all that's going to be covered in this agenda. That's what we just did. This is going to be the Welcome and Introductions. And we'll cover the Security Model and Users and Groups today. And then tomorrow we'll get into Threats and Vulnerabilities, Distribution and
Software Updates and Network and Wireless Security and Security Features. And then the last day we'll continue with Linux security features, scripting and hardening- our BASH scripting and hardening.

So it's a lot of information over the next three days. I've got a lot of slides. But I'm going to try not to linger on the slides.
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**007 And there is the Copyright Notice.**